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4. Chapter: Tournament Director Quiz
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4.1.1. How many players earn calculated points?

 

How many players earn calculated points?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Top 16

Top 8

Top 10

Top 20
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: How many players earn calculated points Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
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4.1.2. When moving 3 or more players to a table, what needs to happen?

 

When moving 3 or more players to a table, what needs to happen?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Nothing, carry on.

The big blind has to go all-in.

Find a new dealer.
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4.1.3. When a player is late to a game how many chips are deducted from th...

 

When a player is late to a game how many chips are deducted from their starting stacks?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Just the little & big blinds.

Nothing they sit with a full stack.

1000 per blind level.

500 is deducted per blind level.
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4.1.4. Some people will question our rules and say thats not how they do i...

 

Some people will question our rules and say thats not how they do it at the casino.  What is the correct response?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Shut the F&^% up, you son of a B&*$%.

Our rules are in place to make it as easy as possible for players to learn how to play.

Do what i say I am the TD
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4.1.5. During showdown what do you call it when a player flips over 1 card...

 

During showdown what do you call it when a player flips over 1 card and then the other?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Slow roling

Flip Teaser

Good habbits
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4.1.6. Can a player sign up for the league online?

 

Can a player sign up for the league online?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Yes

No
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4.1.7. How many points would 16th place get during week 2 with 31 players ...

 

How many points would 16th place get during week 2 with 31 players and one 2-7 bonus?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

155

250

255

260
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4.1.8. Weeks 3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th what are the bonuses and point break down?

 

Weeks 3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th what are the bonuses and point break down?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

2-7 100 pts, & extra chips

final table 100 pts

Knockout 50 pts each, Final table 50 pts.

Knockout 50 pts, final table 100 pts.
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4.1.9. What are the extra chip bonuses for the 1st game FACEBOOK players?

 

What are the extra chip bonuses for the 1st game FACEBOOK players?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Check-In on Yelp, Check-in on Facebook and in status write playing Pub Poker USA, Accept Facebook Invite.

Bring Your Pub Poker USA Coin Guard, Give the TD a hug.

Bring Your Pub Poker USA Coin Guard, Bring a friend, Come early.

Buy everyone a drink.  Take 10 pictures.

Wear Pub Poker USA T-Shirt, or  have Pub Poker USA business card, & Bring Your Pub Poker USA Coin

Guard, Bring a friend.
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Question: What are the extra chip bonuses for the Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.10. If 2 players go out the same hand with the same amount of chips who...

 

If 2 players go out the same hand with the same amount of chips who would get the better ranking?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

The player with the best hand

The 1st player to the left of the dealer.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: If 2 players go out the same hand with Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.11. How does a player qualify for Mt. Airy Casino

 

How does a player qualify for Mt. Airy Casino

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Win a venue.

Win player of the week.

Knockout 25 players.

Give TD $100

Play one game in the league and your in.
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4.1.12. If someone bring 2 new players to a game, how many extra chips woul...

 

If someone bring 2 new players to a game, how many extra chips would they get?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

2000 for each player.

6000 for the 1st game.

10,000 and a big hug!

3000 for the 1st game, 3000 for the 2nd game.  If a player who brought a friend can only play 1 game that

night they would get the 3000 next time they played at the venue.
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4.1.13. What makes it a good idea for people to join our league?

 

What makes it a good idea for people to join our league?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Make new friends, have fun.

Cheep night out

Learn the game

Play for FREE at Mt Airy Casino

We play cut throat.  All about the WIN.
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4.1.14. Starting stacks were 10,000 a player comes in during the 2nd blind ...

 

Starting stacks were 10,000 a player comes in during the 2nd blind level.  How many chips would that player start

with?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

10,000

9500

9000

85000
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4.1.15. When players make the final table during weeks 1st, 4th, 7th,10th, ...

 

When players make the final table during weeks 1st, 4th, 7th,10th, how many points do they get?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

50

75

100

25
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4.1.16. The blinds are 100/200, on the flop player A can bet how much.

 

The blinds are 100/200, on the flop player A can bet how much.

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

100

200

300

1000

150
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http://www.quizover.com/question/question-the-blinds-are-100-200-on-the-flop-player-eddie-unverzagt-tou?pdf=1505
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4.1.17. Final Table 100 pts are what weeks of the season?

 

Final Table 100 pts are what weeks of the season?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

1st, 3rd, 5th, 10th

2nd, 7th, 9th, 11th

1st, 4th, 7th,10th

3rd, 5th, 9th, 12th

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Final Table 100 pts are what weeks of the Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-final-table-100-pts-are-what-weeks-of-the-eddie-unverzagt-tou?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-final-table-100-pts-are-what-weeks-of-the-eddie-unverzagt-tou?pdf=1505
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4.1.18. How do you find a dealer?

 

How do you find a dealer?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Lowest card

The highest card during 1 orbit

1st ACE

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: How do you find a dealer Eddie Unverzagt Tournament Director Quiz

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-how-do-you-find-a-dealer-eddie-unverzagt-tournament-director?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-how-do-you-find-a-dealer-eddie-unverzagt-tournament-director?pdf=1505
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4.1.19. Can anyone coach a new player and tell them what to do.

 

Can anyone coach a new player and tell them what to do.

 
Please choose only one answer: 

There is no coaching.  All you can do is tell them to fold, call.  Don't even explain they can raise.  Less is

better.  Always give the new players the cheat sheet.

Take there cards and tell'em watch how I play.

Sit them with players that are very aggressive.

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Can anyone coach a new player and tell Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-can-anyone-coach-a-new-player-and-tell-eddie-unverzagt-tourna?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-can-anyone-coach-a-new-player-and-tell-eddie-unverzagt-tourna?pdf=1505
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4.1.20. Player A wants to raise Pre-Flop and the blinds are 1000/2000, what...

 

Player A wants to raise Pre-Flop and the blinds are 1000/2000, what are the legal raises?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

3000

4000

1000

5000

6000

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Player A wants to raise Pre-Flop and the Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-player-a-wants-to-raise-pre-flop-and-the-eddie-unverzagt-tour?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-player-a-wants-to-raise-pre-flop-and-the-eddie-unverzagt-tour?pdf=1505
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4.1.21. How much does the Pub Poker USA app cost?

 

How much does the Pub Poker USA app cost?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

$1

$5

Free

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: How much does the Pub Poker USA app cost Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-how-much-does-the-pub-poker-usa-app-cost-eddie-unverzagt-tour?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-how-much-does-the-pub-poker-usa-app-cost-eddie-unverzagt-tour?pdf=1505
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4.1.22. When you move 3 or more players to a table do you need to find a ne...

 

When you move 3 or more players to a table do you need to find a new dealer?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

No

Yes, wait till all players sit.  One player flips up cards till the 1st ACE.  The player flipping the cards would be

the last card.

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: When you move 3 or more players to a table Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-when-you-move-3-or-more-players-to-a-table-eddie-unverzagt-to?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-when-you-move-3-or-more-players-to-a-table-eddie-unverzagt-to?pdf=1505
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4.1.23. Do players at the final table have to find TD's to sign out?

 

Do players at the final table have to find TD's to sign out?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

No, TD's should be around the final table watching.   Or have someone covering for them.

Yes

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Do players at the final table have to find Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-do-players-at-the-final-table-have-to-find-eddie-unverzagt-to?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.24. Where can you find all the awards that can be won each season?

 

Where can you find all the awards that can be won each season?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Player sign up page.

Franchise page

Bar Sign up Page

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Where can you find all the awards that Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-where-can-you-find-all-the-awards-that-eddie-unverzagt-tourna?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-where-can-you-find-all-the-awards-that-eddie-unverzagt-tourna?pdf=1505
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4.1.25. Do you leave extra stacks at the table?

 

Do you leave extra stacks at the table?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Yes

No

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Do you leave extra stacks at the table Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-do-you-leave-extra-stacks-at-the-table-eddie-unverzagt-tourna?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-do-you-leave-extra-stacks-at-the-table-eddie-unverzagt-tourna?pdf=1505
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4.1.26. A player needs to leave early, what happens to his/her chips?

 

A player needs to leave early, what happens to his/her chips?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Throw them in the next pot

Divide them among the players in the game

Remove the players chips and sign them out in the corresponding position.

Take them for yourself

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: A player needs to leave early due to gas Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-a-player-needs-to-leave-early-due-to-gas-eddie-unverzagt-tour?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-a-player-needs-to-leave-early-due-to-gas-eddie-unverzagt-tour?pdf=1505
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4.1.27. A player has a facebook account and does not bring a friend, what a...

 

A player has a facebook account and does not bring a friend, what are the max number of chips they can get for

the 2nd game?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

5000

4000

3000

2000

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: A player has a facebook account and does Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-a-player-has-a-facebook-account-and-does-eddie-unverzagt-tour?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-a-player-has-a-facebook-account-and-does-eddie-unverzagt-tour?pdf=1505
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4.1.28. How many extra chips do Non-Facebook players get for making a comme...

 

How many extra chips do Non-Facebook players get for making a comment on Pub Schedules & Specials for the

1st game?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

500

2000

1000

100

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: How many extra chips do Non-Facebook Eddie Unverzagt Tournament Quest

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-how-many-extra-chips-do-non-facebook-eddie-unverzagt-tourname?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-how-many-extra-chips-do-non-facebook-eddie-unverzagt-tourname?pdf=1505
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4.1.29. What are the max number of bonus chips for the 1st game for Faceboo...

 

What are the max number of bonus chips for the 1st game for Facebook players that did NOT bring a friend?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

3000

6000

4000

5000

8000

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: What are the max number of bonus chips Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-what-are-the-max-number-of-bonus-chips-eddie-unverzagt-tourna?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
http://www.quizover.com/question/question-what-are-the-max-number-of-bonus-chips-eddie-unverzagt-tourna?pdf=1505
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4.1.30. A player has a facebook account and does not bring a friend, what a...

 

A player has a facebook account and does not bring a friend, what are the max number of chips they can get for

the 1st game?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: A player has a facebook account and does Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-a-player-has-a-facebook-account-and-does-eddie-unverz-1681644?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.31. The 13th week of the season is called what?

 

The 13th week of the season is called what?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Championship week.

Knockout week

2-7 Bonus week.

Final Table 100 pts

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: The 13th week of the season is called Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-the-13th-week-of-the-season-is-called-eddie-unverzagt-tournam?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.32. What are the 2nd game extra chip bonuses for FACEBOOK players?

 

What are the 2nd game extra chip bonuses for FACEBOOK players?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Wear your T-Shirt.

Have the Pub Poker USA App on your phone.  Make a positive comment on the bars page under  "Pub

Schedules & Specials"

No extra chips for 2nd game.

Have the coin guard.

Upload any picture of the 1st game before the 2nd game starts.  Congratulate the winner of the 1st game and

check-in on Facebook again, show TD the email sent out the morning before the game.

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: What are the 2nd game extra chip bonuses Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-what-are-the-2nd-game-extra-chip-bonuses-eddie-unverzagt-tour?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.33. If a player gets 1st place and there were 30 players and its week 1...

 

If a player gets 1st place and there were 30 players and its week 1, how many points would that player get?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

600pts

500pts

700pts

650pts

 
 

Author: Eddie Unverzagt

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: If a player gets 1st place and there were Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
http://www.quizover.com/flashcards/question-if-a-player-gets-1st-place-and-there-were-eddie-unverzagt-tou?pdf=1505

Interactive Question:
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4.1.34. If a player helps a new player do all the extra chip bonuses how ma...

 

If a player helps a new player do all the extra chip bonuses how many extra chips can you give for helping?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

2000

3000

1000

0
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4.1.35. What do you ask all new players to do to earn extra chips.

 

What do you ask all new players to do to earn extra chips.

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Ask for email, and social security information.

Show them how to LIKE the Pub Poker USA Facebook page.

Take a selfie and upload it to Facebook.

Have them send Eddie a friends request on Facebook

Show them how to download the Pub Poker USA app.
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4.1.36. What happens when a card is flipped up during the deal?

 

What happens when a card is flipped up during the deal?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Continue dealing

Dealer pays everyone 1000 chips at the table

Misdeal run it again.
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4.1.37. If there is an extra chip in a chopped pot, who gets the extra chip?

 

If there is an extra chip in a chopped pot, who gets the extra chip?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Who ever had the best hand

The 1st player to the left of the dealer

The 1st player to the right of the dealer
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4.1.38. What is the max number of players per table?

 

What is the max number of players per table?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

8

6

10

9
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4.1.39. How many points would 8th place receive during week 3 with 29 playe...

 

How many points would 8th place receive during week 3 with 29 players and 3 knockouts?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

427

377

527

577
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4.1.40. On the Pub poker USA web site where can you find the sign in/out sh...

 

On the Pub poker USA web site where can you find the sign in/out sheets?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Player page

Bar Sign Up page

Leaderboard
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4.1.41. Why do we ask players not to splash the pot?

 

Why do we ask players not to splash the pot?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

So the chips do not fall of the table and we loose them

So that if someone raises we know how much a player has put in thus far.

To prevent drive by chips throws.
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4.1.42. What is the golden rule when it comes down to heads up play and you...

 

What is the golden rule when it comes down to heads up play and you have to decide who gets the button.

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Button just moves to the next player

A player can never be big blind twice in a row.  Small blind is always the dealer heads up and they act 1st pre-

flop then last after the flop.  You always deal the 1st card away from the dealer.

It moves backward then forward

flip a coin call it in the air.
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4.1.43. Who are the most important people outside of the players to the suc...

 

Who are the most important people outside of the players to the success of Pub Poker USA?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Tournament Directors

Tournament Directors

Tournament Directors
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4.1.44. How many extra chips do Non-Facebook players get for making a comme...

 

How many extra chips do Non-Facebook players get for making a comment on the Pub Schedules & Specials

page for the 2nd game?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

1000

5000

2000

500
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4.1.45. When can no player raise an all-in that is less than a legal raise?

 

When can no player raise an all-in that is less than a legal raise?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Never, you can always raise.

When the last player in the betting round goes all-in for less than a legal raise and there has been no raise

before he/she's all-in.
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4.1.46. How many extra chips does Checking in on Yelp get you for the 1st g...

 

How many extra chips does Checking in on Yelp get you for the 1st game?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

1000

2000

1500

500
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4.1.47. If a player is late can they get any extra chips.

 

If a player is late can they get any extra chips.

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Yes, they have till the end of the 1st blind level.

Any player who is late receives no extra chips and is deducted 500 per blind level.

Yes, only when they call TD to tell them they are running late.
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4.1.48. The final table bonus is for how many players?

 

The final table bonus is for how many players?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

10

9

8

6
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4.1.49. A player has no facebook account and does not bring a friend, what ...

 

A player has no facebook account and does not bring a friend, what are the max number of chips they can get for

the 2nd game?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

3000

5000

4000

1000
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4.1.50. The tournament at Mt. Airy Casino mid-way through the season is cal...

 

The tournament at Mt. Airy Casino mid-way through the season is called?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Mid-Way Tournament

Who gives a dam its free beer, and a chance to win $$$ tournament.

All-Star Tournament
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4.1.51. How many extra chips does a Facebook player get for Uploading a pic...

 

How many extra chips does a Facebook player get for Uploading a picture, checking in, and congratulating the 1st

game winner on Facebook?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

1000

3000

2000

500
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: How many extra chips does a Facebook player Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
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4.1.52. Where can the TD page be found?  Not the TD Facebook group.

 

Where can the TD page be found?  Not the TD Facebook group.

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Facebook

Home Page at ***pubpokerusa.com

Top Header of the Pub Schedules & Specials page.

There is none.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Where can the TD page be found Not the TD Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.53. How many extra chips does Checking in on Facebook and writing playi...

 

How many extra chips does Checking in on Facebook and writing playing Pub Poker USA get you for the 1st

game?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

2000

500

1000

None.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: How many extra chips does Checking in on Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.54. What is the max time for the 1st break?

 

What is the max time for the 1st break?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

6min

3min

10min

no break.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: What is the max time for the 1st break Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.55. Does a player have to cut the deck?

 

Does a player have to cut the deck?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Yes, thats the rules.

No, its their option.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Does a player have to cut the deck Eddie Unverzagt Tournament Quest
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4.1.56. Final Table bonus, Knockout Bonus are what weeks?

 

Final Table bonus, Knockout Bonus are what weeks?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th

3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th

3rd, 5th, 10th, 11th

1st, 4th, 9th, 12th
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Question: Final Table bonus Knockout Bonus are what Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.57. When players are all-in and there can be no more betting what happe...

 

When players are all-in and there can be no more betting what happens before you show the flop, turn, or river?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

do a little dance

players must flip over both cards

show only 1 card

put your hands together and pray.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: When players are all-in and there can be Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.58. Starting stacks are 10,000 a player shows up during the 1st break a...

 

Starting stacks are 10,000 a player shows up during the 1st break and would like to play.  How many chips do

they start with?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

7000

8500

8000

9500
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Starting stacks are 10 000 a player shows Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.59. How many extra chips do Facebook & Non-Facebook players get for the...

 

How many extra chips do Facebook & Non-Facebook players get for the 2nd game that show the TD's an opened

email from me (Eddie).

 
Please choose only one answer: 

2000

3000

1000

7000
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Question: How many extra chips do Facebook Non Eddie Unverzagt Tournament Quest
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4.1.60. What is the golden rule when it comes to raising a bet?

 

What is the golden rule when it comes to raising a bet?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

You have to raise at least the big blind amount.

You have to raise the little blind amount.

You have to divide the bet, then multiply it by 2 and bet the answer.

Anytime you want to raise a bet you always have to double the bet.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: What is the golden rule when it comes to Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.61. Why do TD's take pictures & send them to Eddie?

 

Why do TD's take pictures & send them to Eddie?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Eddie is a pain in the ass.

Its super fun and you all want to be photographers.

Pictures are a great way to advertise the league and a particular venue.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Why do TD's take pictures send them to Eddie Unverzagt Tournament

Flashcards:
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4.1.62. A player has no facebook account and does not bring a friend, what ...

 

A player has no facebook account and does not bring a friend, what are the max number of chips they can get for

the 1st game?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

2000

5000

1000

4000
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: A player has no facebook account and does Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.63. Why should a player never take change from the pot before the betti...

 

Why should a player never take change from the pot before the betting round is complete?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Because people are filthy cheaters who are not to be trusted.

It allows for a smoother game, it also allows for less mistakes.

Because I said so.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Why should a player never take change from Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.64. Can a player bring in their own food or drink?

 

Can a player bring in their own food or drink?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Yes, it saves them money.

No, Pub Poker USA is a promotional company the bars pay for.  Players buying food & drink are how we stay

in business.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Can a player bring in their own food or Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.65. If there is a question about league rules, or point system where ca...

 

If there is a question about league rules, or point system where can players find this information.

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Facebook

***pubpokerusa.com, Top Header League Structure.

Pub Poker USA app, league structure

emails.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: If there is a question about league rules Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.66. What does Mt. Airy Casino give us for FREE during the tournaments?

 

What does Mt. Airy Casino give us for FREE during the tournaments?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

food

beer

cards

liquor
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: What does Mt. Airy Casino give us for FREE Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.67. We have a new player who doesn't really know how to play, where do ...

 

We have a new player who doesn't really know how to play, where do you seat them?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Sit them with whoever.

Tell them they can't play to go play Zynga and learn the game 1st

Tell them to sit at table and just watch.

Sit them with the TD at the game or someone who enjoys to help newbies.
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: We have a new player who doesn't really Eddie Unverzagt Tournament
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4.1.68. Which player shuffles the cards?

 

Which player shuffles the cards?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

The big blind

The dealer

The little Blind
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Which player shuffles the cards Eddie Unverzagt Tournament Director
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4.1.69. Final table bonus, 2-7 bonus are what weeks?

 

Final table bonus, 2-7 bonus are what weeks?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

2nd, 9th, 12th

2nd, 5th, 10th, 12th

1st, 4th, 5th, 10th

2nd, 5th, 8th, 11th
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4.1.70. If a card is exposed before the betting round is complete what do w...

 

If a card is exposed before the betting round is complete what do we do?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

To bad so sad keep on going.

Usa the exposed card as the burn card

Put the exposed card back in the deck, shuffle the deck, cut the deck and allow the betting round to be

finished.  Once betting round is completed, do not burn another card just show the next card.
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4.1.71. Is there a break at the final table?

 

Is there a break at the final table?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

No

Yes, smoke a cig, get a drink, go to bathroom.

Yes, only to chip up if need be.
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4.1.72. If two players both have 2-7 and the pot is chopped do either playe...

 

If two players both have 2-7 and the pot is chopped do either players get the 2-7 100 pt bonus?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Yes, they both won the hand.

You split the 100 into 50 pts each.

No, neither player won.
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4.1.73. If a player wants to know what places we play at, how can they find...

 

If a player wants to know what places we play at, how can they find the schedule.

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Pub Poker USA app, Tab called Pub Schedules & Specials

Emails

***pubpokerusa.com Side bar Pub Schedules & Specials

Pub Poker USA Facebook page under events
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4.1.74. The blinds are 1000/2000 player A goes all in for 3000 pre-flop.  H...

 

The blinds are 1000/2000 player A goes all in for 3000 pre-flop.  How much does player B have to call in order to

stay in the hand?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

4000

2000

3000

6000
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4.1.75. Who cuts the deck?

 

Who cuts the deck?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

The player to the left of the dealer

1st player to the right of the dealer
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4.1.76. What day is the online game & times?

 

What day is the online game & times?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Sunday 3:30 & 5:30pm

Monday 9:30pm & 11:30pm

Sunday 9pm & 9:30pm

No online games.
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4.1.77. If there is no bet on the river who shows their cards 1st?

 

If there is no bet on the river who shows their cards 1st?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

The last player to bet

the 1st player that bet

The 1st player to the left of the dealer still in the hand
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4.1.78. The blinds are 2000/4000 player A goes all in for 5000, player B wa...

 

The blinds are 2000/4000 player A goes all in for 5000, player B wants to raise the all-in.  How much would player

B have to bet to make a legal raise?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

8000

9000

10,000

7000
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4.1.79. If player A is all in for 2000 and player B & C call  (cover the be...

 

If player A is all in for 2000 and player B & C call  (cover the bet).  And players B&C chop the pot and knockout

player A.  Who would get the Knockout chip.

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Who ever had the better starting hand

The 1st player to the left of the dealer

They chop the knockout as well.
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4.1.80. How many weeks can you earn points during a season?

 

How many weeks can you earn points during a season?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

10

13

12
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4.1.81. If a player did not accept the invite to a game and they want to jo...

 

If a player did not accept the invite to a game and they want to join the event on FB, what would they do?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

To bad so sad, there is nothing they can do.

Tell the player to give you $10 and they get the extra chips.

Open the Pub Poker USA app and click on Facebook Events.  There they can find the Facebook Event and

join it.

Go to Pub Poker USA Facebook page and click on events.  Then find the event and join.
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4.1.82. How many points do all players earn for being at a game?

 

How many points do all players earn for being at a game?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

30pts

10pts

5pts

100pts
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4.1.83. If possible when you need to move a player  to balance the table wh...

 

If possible when you need to move a player  to balance the table who should you move?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Who cares

The next big blind

The next dealer
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4.1.84. What are the extra chips bonuses for Non-FACEBOOK players 2nd game?

 

What are the extra chips bonuses for Non-FACEBOOK players 2nd game?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Open Pub Poker USA app click on “Pub Schedules & Specials” click on the Pub you are playing at and make

a positive comment about the pub or league.

Have a T-Shirt

Check -in on Yelp.

Have Pub Poker USA App

Open the email sent out each morning before the game and show your TD.
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4.1.85. If a player does not get emails from Pub Poker USA, what should you...

 

If a player does not get emails from Pub Poker USA, what should you ask them?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Have you checked your spam?

Do you have a gmail account?  Have you checked your spam and promotional folder.

Give me your email again.

Nothing to bad.
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4.1.86. TD's have to do a lot.  What are the most important job's TD's have?

 

TD's have to do a lot.  What are the most important job's TD's have?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Win all the games.

Try to make it fun for every one.

Be fair

Send Eddie scores, pics, emails.
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4.1.87. If a player makes a bet on the river and is called, who has to show...

 

If a player makes a bet on the river and is called, who has to show their cards 1st?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

The player that made the bet

The player who called the bet

Flip a coin
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4.1.88. What are the 1st game extra chip bonuses for NON-FACEBOOK players?

 

What are the 1st game extra chip bonuses for NON-FACEBOOK players?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Have your Pub poker USA coin guard, wear your T-Shirt or have a Pub Poker USA business card.

Bring in your own food.

Dance on the bar.

Open Pub poker USA app click on “Pub Schedules & Specials”, click on the Pub you are playing at and make

a positive comment about the pub or league, check in on Yelp, bring a friend

Accept Facebook Invite.
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4.1.89. If there is bad weather who makes the final decision on canceling p...

 

If there is bad weather who makes the final decision on canceling poker?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Eddie

TD's

Owner
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4.1.90. During weeks 2nd, 5th, 8th, 11th what are the bonuses and the point...

 

During weeks 2nd, 5th, 8th, 11th what are the bonuses and the point break down?

 
Please choose all the answers that apply: 

Final table (8players) 50 pts

Knockout 100 pts

2-7 100pts & 2000 extra chips on the spot, 5000 when blind levels reach 5000+

Final table 100 pts, 2-7 100 pts
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4.1.91. What is the max number of bonus chips for the 2nd game for Facebook...

 

What is the max number of bonus chips for the 2nd game for Facebook users?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

5

3

4

8
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4.1.92. Can new players play during championship week?

 

Can new players play during championship week?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

No, they have to have played once before in the league.

Yes, because we never turn away new players.  They would start with less chips then the other players.

No, they have to do 25 pushes up and give everyone $1.35.
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4.1.93. If you have only 8-12 players can we start the game with more then ...

 

If you have only 8-12 players can we start the game with more then 10,000 in chips?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Yes, you can start with 10,000-15,000 but you always do extra chip bonuses for the players that have done

them.

No its set in stone 10,000

You can give everyone 10,000-15,000 and no extra chips.
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4.1.94. At the end of each season what is the tournament called at Mt. Airy...

 

At the end of each season what is the tournament called at Mt. Airy Casino?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Tri-State Championship

End of the season Tournament

Free Roll
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4.1.95. What is the  rule for Pre-Flop raises?

 

What is the  rule for Pre-Flop raises?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Add the little blind and the small blind

You have to double the little blind.

You have to double the big blind

None do whatever you want.
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